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(SEM VI) EVEN SEMESTER THEORY EXAMINAlION:
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Note: (i) Attempt all questions.

(ii) Each question carries equal marks.

(iii) Assume data whereever missing.

(a) Write the advantages and disadvantages of
digital communication system.

t. (b) Explain the difference between Band pass
and Baseband transmission.

(c) Three students A, Band C are given a
problem in Maths. The probabilities of their

solving the problem are %, 7j and X
respectively. Determine the probability that
the problem is solved if all of them try to
solve the problem.



The joint PDF of X and Y ill P, VI'II hy
fxy (X,Y) =Ke-(ax+I3Y)u(x)u(y) wh '\'\' IV till!

13 are positive constants, D t 1'111 i111' till'
value of constant K.

Derive Auto correlation and Power sp trGI
density of a random process. A pulse train
consists of rectangular pulses having an
rnphtude of 2 volts width which are either

1 mil' c or 2 micro sec with equal
pI' b bility. The mearHime between pulses
is 5 mi 1'0 S ' Find the power spectral
d n ity n(f) of th pulse train.

A source mits one of four symbols So' 51'

52 and 53' with probabilities 1/3, 1/6, X
respectively. The successivesympols emitted
by the source are independent. Calculate
the entropy of source.

Attempt any four of the following: (4x5=20)
I

(a) Find out the power spectral density of NRZ
and AMI signal format.

For the binary sequence 011010110
construct NRZ, RZ, AMI and Manchester
format.

Explain the working of Differential Pulse
code Modulation.

Explain Inter symbol interferenc . Di, cu.'.
its auses and method to redu ii,

lixi I"in NyquesrJ:riterion t g\'t /,1'1'11 (nll'r
lyrn!lol inl ~rf r-'~ .

(f) A Binary PAM wave is to be transmitted
over a low pass channel with an absolute
Maximum Bandwidth of 75 kHz. The bit
duration is 10 f.Ls.Find the raised cosine
spectrum that satisfies these requirements.

Attempt any two of the following: (2xlO=20)

(a) What is Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
procedure? Explain it with suitable
example. State central limit theorem.

(b) Derive the probability of bit error for QPSK
scheme in A WGN channel. Explain in short
what do you understand by amplitude shift
keying and phase shift keying?

(c) Classify Digital'~~ula~io~. Explain DPSK
Modulator Demodulator with relevant
figures and mathematical support.

Attempt any two of the following: (2xlO=20)

(a) What is Quadrature Amplitude shiftkeying?
How QASK signal is generated and
Calculate the bandwidth of QASK signal.

(b) Derive Probability of error of a matched
filter.

(c) Two analog signals ml(t) is 3kHz, and that
of m2(t) are to be transmitted over a
common channel by means of time-division
multiplexing. Thehighest frequency ofml(t)
is 3kHz, and that of m2(t) is 3.5 kHz. What
is the minimum value of the permissible
sampling rate? With diagram discuss Tl
carrier system. Explain the term Byte
Interleaving.



5. Attempt any two ofthe following: (2xlO=20)

(a) A parity-check code has the parity-check
matrix.

o 1 1 0 0]
1 0 0 1 0..
1 1 0 0 1

(i) Determine the Generater matrix G.

(ii) Find the code word that begins 101.

(iii) Suppose that the received word is
110110. Decode this received word.

,~~I(b)Explain the importance of State and Trellis
diagram by considering any example of
convolution coder. Discuss Viterbi
Algorithm .

. (c) For a (7, 4) cyclic code, the generating
polynomial g(x)=1 +x+x3. Find the code
word if data word is :

What do you understand by Hard and soft
decision decoding ?


